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phrolepis biserrata, and species of Thelypteris (or Cydosorus, as one still

tends to call them). These are plants showing a pantropical distribution.

Other species, however show extreme variability. For example Asple-

nium aethiopicum, which was the " A. praemorsum" of American pteridolo-

gists, " A. fiircatum" of South Africans, and " A. canariense" of Macaronesian

studies, without considering here minor or local synonymy. The problems

round these critical species still remain. Asplenium adiantum-nigrum, of

African lists, might be A. onopteris —if the latter is considered as a "good"

species. Liberian material of Asplenium preussii, another example, differs

very mudi from the material coUected in the Cameroon mountains and even

from Nigeria. And the West African Asplenium unilaterale seems to have

little in commonwith material from East Asia, of this same species.

These were a few names only, and may be some of the questionable spe-

cies mentioned have been properly investigated during recent years. But

Problems remain, especially when approadiing the systematics and the no-

menclatural field of the study. Beginning with the Systems of Classification

as such: whom to follow? Copeland was revolutionary in certain fern fami-

lies, but very conservative in others, especially in the Pteridaceae and Aspi-

diaceae of his Classification. Alston, in his study on West African pterido-

phytes (1959) recognized already nine families for the two "groups" sensu

Copeland, for West Africa, and other authors and in a wider geographica!

sense (Ching, Pichi Sermolli) added over ten more family Splittings. —So-

me authors like to "put" together again, adhering to almost Hookerian con-

servation politics.

Splitters against lumpers, and there seems to be no way of reasonable

agreement. Whomto follow? —Personnally speaking, I prefer splitter

groups because they guarantee a "quicker turnover" of monographs, urgently

needed for any study, systematical in a wide sense, or regional.

Generic problems are many, too, mentioning only Cydosorus and The-

lypteris, Loxoscaphe and Asplenium, Microsorium and Phymatodes, Xiphop-

teris and Ctenopteris, Blechnum and Lomaria, Lastreopsis and Ctenitis, and

so on. And the African Situation —if one may call it such —becomes quite

difticult if we think of the unstable position of (for example) Ccterach and

Phyllitis in Europe. Or, on the other band, of the Splitting of the genus Ly-

copodium sensu latior in the "Flora Europaea". Not forgetting the case of

Lycopodtum cernuum, a very common tropical fern-ally: It was described

under its above-used name by Linnaeus, in 1753, and became Lepidotis cernua

(L.) Beauvoir in 1804 (as accepted in the "Flora Europaea"); and now we

have the dioice between Palhinhaea cernua of Franco & Vasconcellos

(1967) and Lycopodiella cernua of Pichi Sermolli (1968).

Variability in species of West African ferns is very much unknown to

US. Some monographs give certain data on recognition of subspecies and va-

rieties but these are often ignored in other works. It seems perfectly clear

that any transitional stage between two given types of environment, for

example the borderline between swamp and forest or forest and savannah,
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will produce variability in species. The tropical climate of West Africa per-

mits many species to flourish but there is great diversity in microclimate, ele-

vation, geology and topography and therefore enormous possibility for Va-

riation witliin the species. Wehave to deal with oecotypes on one hand, and

true morphological variability on the other. But on forms and varieties we

know little, and the ränge of oecotypes is more or less totally unknown. The

knowledge of each of these factors would help in the better understanding of

the "species".

Another, quite important problem arises when considering hybridiza-

tion in ferns. Certain forms found or described are suspected hybrids but

only few studies have been carried out dealing with the cytology of West

African pteridophytes (i. e. Manton, in Alston 1959). In Europe almost

more hybrids are known than true species, especially in genera like Dryopte-

ris and Asplenium. No major difFerences are to be expected in West Africa,

and future studies may reveal the presence of a large number of hybrids,

Clearing up certain apparently intermediate forms.

The last problem to be mentioned is the lack of communication. Lack of

communication between collector and collector, coUector and specialist, and

between specialists themselves. Agreement could be reached easier and ear-

lier, disharmony could be avoided, and more and efficient results could be

offered. Furthermore, larger institutions should accepts the existance of

smaller ones, and the setting-up of working groups on special regions or plant

families remains desirable.
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